Dear Friend,

This is the time of year when graduate and undergraduate students across the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences (SEES) prepare for the annual EarthWeek, this year April 6-10. EarthWeek showcases University of Arizona research across SEES: Departments of Environmental Science, Hydrology and Atmospheric Sciences, and Geosciences, as well as the School of Natural Resources and the Environment, and the Laboratory for Tree Ring Research. While each unit has their own symposium (ours is ENViSion on April 8 and 9), we share a plenary oral session and a poster session, giving folks the opportunity to learn about work underway in our sibling departments. I encourage everyone to attend EarthWeek to learn about SEES research and support our students.

Meet the People

Jordan Camp (BS '20)
Discover senior Jordan Camp's (BS '20) "dream job" at the National Park Service.

Darya Anderson (BS '16)
Meet alumna Darya Anderson (BS '16), now a Juris Doctor candidate at the University of Arizona Law School.

Sheri Musil
Goodbye to staff Sheri Musil, who retired this month after over 38 years in the department.

Malik Hawkins
Welcome to staff Malik Hawkins, our new Systems Administration, Senior! Born in Tucson, raised in California, 22 years working at the University of Arizona, Most excited about meeting new people and a new environment!

Events

ENViSion at EarthWeek: April 8-9, 2020
Participating Students— submit your abstract!
Faculty— sign up to judge!

Colloquium Series for Spring 2020: Mondays at 3pm in Marley 230.
Full schedule

ENVS Social Hour @ The Blind Pig: Every 3rd Thursday at 5pm join for food, drinks and conversation!

News Clips

Two graduate students are 2020 Impact Leaders, a new professional development program in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Alma Anides Morales (left) and Richelle Lynn Thomas (right)

Listen to student research on the radio: Thesis Thursdays! Contact Dr. Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta to be featured on the program.

Quick Bites

Get your email signature with the UA Email Signature Generator
Read the one-pager about writing an article for The Conversation
Learn more about Dr. Joan Curry on the CALS website.
Missed the last issue? Check out the archive.

Snapshots

Highlights from social media! The growing Tfaily Lab over in Bio5
Dr. Channah Rock starting field trials for the Center for Produce Safety
Real-time illustration during the 2020 AAAS Annual Meeting featuring Dr. Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta (lower left)
Graduate student Anissa McKenna at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in Menlo Park, California
Kathleen Landeen talking to prospective students at a CALS Open House in ENR2
Follow along on social media
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